The biggest evolutionary jump: restructuring of the genome and some consequences.
In this paper, the evolution of the cell is investigated till the level of complexity obtained by protists. Particular attention is paid to the genomic compartment and to the question: why has the genome of prokaryotes remained so small over more than 3 billion years and more than 3 trillion generations? Constraints on their genome evolution may be attributed mainly to: 1) the fact that repetitions of nucleotide sequences longer than 12 to 15 bp are forbidden according to Thomas' principle; 2) the high cost of the control of gene expression by means of regulatory proteins: this cost increases exponentially with chromosome elongation. The formation of chromatin, i. e. the wrapping of DNA around the nucleosomes, removed these constraints and allowed the increase of the genome and especially of the redundant sequences of DNA, whose role is discussed. The transformation and growth of the genome generated a trend towards separation of the various physiological functions and of their control. The formation of a nuclear envelope may have begun with the advent of mitosis, which replaced the simple but delicate device of pushing the newly formed DNA into the daughter prokaryotic cells. An increase of the O2 concentration in waters stimulated further evolution: the new cell established symbiosis with a bacterium capable of protecting against peroxides and performing aerobic respiration. The increased O2 concentration also led to the production of sterols, which became an important component of the cell membrane. The mutual adaptation of cells belonging to different domains involved further modifications, leading to the birth of proto-eukaryotic cells and facilitating the establishment of further symbioses with photosynthetic cyanobacteria. Proto-eukaryotic cells were devoid of motility and contractility, as are the cells of red algae, fungi and Zygnematales today. Both these faculties evolved when the protist eukaryotic cell acquired flagella, cytoplasmic contractility and sensors to govern them.